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Abstract 

T.,e kicker magnets for the HERA beam abort 
system will be swltched on by means of a laser trig- 
gt?rd spark qap. Two different techniques have been 
checked to nc.hle\e a timlnq which is independent. of 
the worklnr] vol t,aqe. 

Thr t.Imr delay between laser output pulse and 
flrlng of the spark qap was measured to be 60 ns with 
a tlmc ,1rtt.e1, of lpss than 1 ns. 

Introduction 

Ilsing lasers to triqqpr the discharge of a spark 
qap was already reported 20 years ago /l,'. The light 
of visible or infrared lasers with an energy of a few 
Joules tias focused by a lens 011 to the surface of one 
electrode. The metal plasma produced on the electrode 
lrads to a dischargt= of the qap with a delay of 
several 100 ns especially for voltages which are only 
50% of the self discharge value. At these voltages the 
time ,jitier was 20 ns. Close to the self discharge 
llmlt the values are an order of magn.Ltude shorter. 

Another approach to trigger a spark gap is to 
produce a plasma channel in the gas between the two 
electrodes. IJslng a long-focus lens the IJV-light, of an 
ekcimer laser, for instance a KrF-laser with a few mJ, 
ran form suc'-i an ion channel in SF6, which causes the 
spark gap to break down. At 50% of the self discharge 
voltage time delays of 40 ns wrth a jitter in the sub- 
nanosecond req:on have been reported /2/. 

The laser trlgqered switch (LTS) described in 
this report is a combination of both methods /3/. The 
UV-liyht of a nitrogen laser was focused by a quartz 
lens cn to one electrode of a spark gap. This paper 
reports on two different methods to avoid the big 
variatior in laq time of the LTS as a function of the 
high voltage to be switched. 

Laser-triggered switch 

The electrode at which the laser light is fo- 
cused can be the anode or the cathode. The possibility 
of the cholre of the polarity ylces rise t,o different, 
behav 1 or in the time delay of the dlscharqe. The 
prooagaiion t.lmr of the streamer which determines the 
lay is derltiiPd in Ref.1 and results in 
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where vcrl t is the critical number of charge carriers 
for streamer development and N is the number of 
charge carriers lnltiated by fhe laser; m is a 
rnr1st ant drpendlnq on the gas filling of the gap 
(m=9.2 for nitrogen). From (1) one can see that for 
constant pressure In the gap the lag is strongly 
dependent Or1 the hlyh voltage across the gap. 
Furthermore one can see that the delay depends also on 
the gas filling (via Ncrit) and on the laser energy. 

The nitrogen laser 

There is a variety of nlt.rogen lasers on the 
market with different electrlcal, mechanical and optl- 
cal properties. The threshold condltlon that a laser 
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can trigger a spark gap depends on the energy, the 
diameter and on the divergence of the laser at the out- 
put window. An empirical value for this threshold, 
derived from a test of several types of lasers, is 

n = E/(nd)* 20.1 p.J/~m* (2) 

where E 1s the laser energy, sr is the full angle of 
diverqpnre and d :s thp diameter of the beam at the 
laser output. We should note that this IS only a rough 
estimate and t.he number depends on the qas filling of 

spark gap, on the geometry of the laser channel and on 
the geometry of the spark gap. 

The laser* used for the data presented ln this 
report has an energy of 80 vJ, a divergence of 2 mrad 
and a beam diameter of 
density is n=2 ~.l/~m2. 

3 mm, 1.e. the focused energy 
The internal delay for the laser 

is 415 ns with a time jitter of better than 1 ns. An 
upper limit for the laser enerqy is given when the 
focused beam starts to melt holes into the surface of 
the electrodes. This has been especially observed for 
brass electrodes. 

The spark gap 

For the voltage range up to few tens of kilovolts 
there are many types of spark gaps available. Most 
useful are spark gaps which are designed t,o be 
electrically triggered by spark plugs. 

A lens holder can replace the spark plug to allow 
the optlcal triggering by the laser (see Fiq.1). 

I1lCtmd 
\ plasma 

Fig. 1: Spark gap** with lens for laser triggering 

Test results 

To measure the performance of the LTS a 20 nF 
high voltage capacitor was discharged by the LTS into a 
2 FH Inductance. The laser energy was controlled by an 
attenuator disc. As predicted from Cl), the time lag 
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Fig. 2: Time delay and minimal workinq voltage vs 
laser energy 

of the pulse falls logarithmically (see Fig. 2). The 
times were measured with a transient recorder by means 
of the signal from a pin diode with less than 1 ns 
rise time. From Fig. 2 one ran also see that the 
minimal working voltage is a function of the laser 
energy. 

The decrease of the time delay predicted from 
(1) is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Time jitters for 
different voltages have been measured to be of the 
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Fig. 3: Time delay for the two cases that the laser 
beam hits the anode (A) or the cathode (Cl. 

order of 1% of the time delays. A complete curve for a 
voltage of 18 kV (1 kV below self discharge) is shown 
in Fig 4. It demonstrates that, a time jitter in the 
subnanosecond reqion can be reached. 

Extension to wide voltage range 

The drawback of the LTS lies in the big varia- 
tlon of the time lag with the operation voltage. For 
instance in the case for the HERA beam abort system 
the ILTS has to work between 1 kV and 20 kV depending 
on the proton energy. For the sake of reliability and 
simplicity, changes in the electronics or kicker mag- 
net system should be avoided. As the only parameter 
the high voltage should track with the proton energy. 
In particular, the time delay and jitter should stay 
constant for all voltages.This section shows how we 
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Fig. 4: Time jitter for USC=18 kV, laser beam hits the 
cathode 

meet this boundary condition. 

Principle 

Two different circuits have been tested to avoid 
the time delay problem mentioned above (see Fig. 5): 
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Fig. 5: Principle of wide-voltage-range switching 
a) with an LTS as trigger device and 
b) with an LTS, decoupled from the load 

by a diode, as main switch 

a) This circuit makes use of the effect that with an 
intense ultraviolet light source nanosecond triggering 
is possible when one applies a 100% or more over- 
voltage to the spark gap/4/. The main gap is supplied 
with two electrodes, each having a spark plug for 
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electrical triggerinq. When the LTS is switching, on 
each electrode an intense spark is initiated by dis- 
charging the triggering capacitor CT. This ultraviolet 
light source, toqether with the 60 kV overvoltage ap- 
plied to the main gap causes the main gap to switch 
with constant timing, irrespective of the source 
voltage. This timing is given only by the CT5 which 
works at a constant voltage of 60 kV and therefore re- 
sults in a constant time delay and jitter. 

b) In this version the LTS serves also as the main 
spark gap and only one additional capacitor CT and 
HV-power supply plus a decoupling diode is needed. 
4150 in this version the LTS works at a fixed voltage 
independent of the source voltage. The additional 
diode can easily be built up from ordrnary rectifier 
diodes.* When the spark gap is trigqered by the laser, 
the LTS is switched on by the discharge of CT, which 
has to be small compared with the source capacitance 
to have only a small influence on the pulse shape. The 
LTS stays switched on until the source is discharged. 

HERA kicker switch 

The application to the kicker magnets of the 
beam abort system is shown in Fig. 6: 

wide range 
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Fig. 6: Circuit diagram for HERA proton abort kicker 
system 

A capacitor is discharged into the magnet (here repre- 
sented by an inductance L). The diode D serves to- 
gether with the resistor R for pulse shaping: after 
the sine wave rise of the current through the magnet, 
the voltage inverts, i.e. the diode conducts and the 
current will fall I q I,exp(-t/LR). As a result the 
magnetic field will have a fast rise, tl/z ~1 KS, and 
a long exponential decrease with ? ~25 ps. This shape 
is used to sweep the beam across the surface of the 
absorber block. From the two cases of Fig. 5 one gets 
the following result: 

a) For a voltage range down to 3 kV one gets no signi- 
ficant delay difference in the pulse between the 
different working voltages. For 1 kV there is a delay 
of 700 ns (see Fig. 7a). Also remarkable is the big 
high frequency ringing of the pulse, initiated by 
the * 30 kW trigger circuit. 

b> There is no significant ringing or time delay for 
all working voltages (see Fig. 7b). The time jitter 
was measured to be less than 2.5 ns for voltages 
between 1 kV and 20 kV, when the spark gap was 
operated 1 kV below self discharge limit. In this 
value the time jitter of the laser, the trigger 
electronics and the spark gap are included. 
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Fig. 7: Pulse shape of magnet current for main capaci- 
tor being charged to 20 kV and to 1 kV : 
a) circuit Fig. 5a and b) circuit Fig. 5b 
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*: The type lh5408 for instance, which is a 3A diode, 
is good for 1 kA and 1 kV for a 10 krs long pulse. 
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